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We develop a microscopic theory for biasing the quantum trajectories of an open quantum system,
which permits to render rare trajectories typical. To this end we consider a discrete-time quantum
dynamics, where the open system collides sequentially with qubit probes which are then measured.
A theoretical framework is built in terms of thermodynamic functionals in order to characterize its
quantum trajectories (each embodied by a sequence of measurement outcomes). We show that the
desired biasing is achieved by suitably modifying the Kraus operators describing the discrete open
dynamics. From a microscopical viewpoint and for short collision times, this corresponds to adding
extra collisions which enforce the system to follow a desired rare trajectory. The above extends
the theory of biased quantum trajectories from Lindblad-like dynamics to sequences of arbitrary
dynamical maps, providing at once a transparent physical interpretation.
Introduction.—Controlling and engineering quantum
states and dynamics is key to the advancement of quan-
tum technologies. Its accomplishment typically requires
coping with dissipative (open) dynamics out of equilib-
rium. As dissipation is due to the ineliminable effect
of the environment, the system-environment coupling
needs to be controlled as well, or even (from a reversed
perspective) explicitly harnessed as in dissipative quan-
tum computing/state engineering [1–3] or preparation of
decoherence-free steady states [4–6].
At a fundamental level, open quantum dynamics result
from single stochastic realizations called quantum trajec-
tories [7, 8]. In each of these, the open system, which is
effectively continuously monitored by the environment,
undergoes an overall non-unitary time-evolution inter-
rupted, at random times, by quantum jumps. Each jump,
which for atom-photon systems is in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the irreversible emission and detection
of a photon, causes a sudden change of the system state
[9, 10].
In analogy with equilibrium thermodynamic ensem-
bles [11, 12], the collection of quantum trajectories and
their probability can be treated as a macroscopic (non-
equilibrium) state. Each single realization is instead
a microstate, characterized by the number of occurred
jumps, typically extensive with the observation time.
The average properties of the system are determined by
typical trajectories of the macroscopic state, while rare
ones govern deviations from such behaviour [13–16].
Given the above scenario, controlling the statistics of
trajectories is crucial: a major benefit would, e.g., be
the possibility of engineering devices with the desired
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FIG. 1. Quantum collision model. The environment con-
sists of a large collection of quantum probes, each modeled
as a qubit with (orthonormal) computational basis {|0〉 , |1〉}.
This environment is initialized in the state ⊗n|0n〉. The sys-
tem, whose initial state is described by the density matrix ρ0,
collides with the probes one at a time, the nth collision being
described by a pairwise unitary U on the system and probe
n. As the collision is complete (and before the system collides
with probe n+1), probe n is measured in the basis {|k〉} with
k = 0, 1. When the outcome |1〉 is detected, a quantum jump
occurs (black square). The sequence of measurement out-
comes uniquely defines a quantum trajectory. Summing over
all possible realizations of the measurement provides, instead,
the dynamics of the average system state ρn.
emission properties. This is yet a challenging task since
changing the jumps statistics in fact entails turning rare
trajectories into typical [17–19]. First progress along this
line was recently made by showing that a preselected set
of rare trajectories of a Markovian open quantum sys-
tem described by a Lindblad master equation can always
be seen as the typical realizations of an alternative (still
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2Markovian) system [18]. Yet, the physical connection be-
tween the two systems (which may be radically different)
is not straightforwardly interpreted.
This work approaches the problem of tailoring trajec-
tories statistics from a much wider viewpoint in two main
respects. On the one hand, we go beyond the open dy-
namics addressing the question: how should we modify
the way system and environment interact at a micro-
scopic level in order to turn rare trajectories into typical
as desired? On the other hand, at the same time, we go
beyond continuous-time processes and address discrete-
time quantum dynamics corresponding to a sequence of
stochastic quantum maps on the open system.
To achieve the above, we use a quantum collision model
(CM): in fact the natural and simplest microscopic frame-
work for describing quantum trajectories and weak mea-
surements [20–24]. In a CM [see Fig. 1], the system of in-
terest unitarily interacts, in a sequential way, with a large
collection of ancillary subunits (probes), which constitute
the environment. After the collision, each probe under-
goes a projective measurement, whose result is recorded.
The sequence of measurement outcomes (see Fig. 1) de-
fines a quantum trajectory. Since the unitary collision
correlates the system and the probe, measuring the lat-
ter changes the state of the system as well. This change
is tiny in most cases but occasionally can be dramatic
and culminate in a quantum jump.
Exploiting thermodynamic functionals, we character-
ize the ensemble of trajectories in CMs and show how the
system-probe interaction can be modified so as to bias the
statistics of measurement outcomes on the probes. No-
tably, this unveils the physical mechanism turning rare
trajectories into typical. As will be shown, for short colli-
sion times, the modified dynamics is obtained by adding
extra collisions which enforce the system dynamics far
from the average one so as to sustain a trajectory with
desired output.
Collision model.—The environmental probes [see
Fig. 1] are labeled by n = 1, 2, ..., N and assumed to
be non-interacting, each modeled as a qubit with states
{|0〉 , |1〉} (note that quantum optics master equations
and photo detection schemes are always describable in
terms of qubit probes [22, 25]). Each system-probe colli-
sion is described by the pairwise unitary
U(HS , V ) = exp[−i(HS ⊗ 1+V )∆t)], (1)
with HS the free Hamiltonian of system S (generally in-
cluding a drive) and V the S-probe interaction Hamilto-
nian. Note that U can be seen as a gate acting on system
and probe [23, 26] according to an associated quantum-
circuit representation (see Fig. 2). Initially, S and the
probes are in the uncorrelated state %0 = ρ0
⊗
n ηn
with ρ0 (ηn) the initial state of S (probe n). We will
set ηn = |0〉n〈0| (the generalization to mixed state is
straightforward).
FIG. 2. Quantum circuits. (a): Quantum-circuit represen-
tation of a system-probe collision followed by a probe mea-
surement. The system, whose state at the discrete time n is
given by ρn, collides with nth probe, initialized in the state
ηn. The collision is unitary and implemented by the operator
U = U(HS , V ), which can be represented as a quantum gate.
After the collision, measuring the probe returns the updated
state of the system ρn+1 (by averaging over all measurement
outcomes). (b): Modified collision turning rare trajectories
into typical: a pair of extra gates U ′ = U(H ′S , V
′) are added
to U (before measurement). (c): Same modified collision as
in (b) implemented through only one additional collision with
unitary U ′′ = U(H ′′S , V
′′).
Right after colliding with S according to unitary
U(HS , V ), each probe is measured onto the othonormal
basis {|kn〉} with k = 0, 1 [see Fig. 2(a)]. In an atom-field
setup (in which case probes are field time bins), outcome
|0〉 means no emission while |1〉 signals one photon emit-
ted by S and detected. The state of S after n steps, ρn, is
the average over all possible discrete trajectories (uncon-
ditional dynamics). Between two next steps, it evolves
as ρn+1 = E [ρn], where the map
E [ρ] :=
1∑
k=0
KkρK
†
k with Kk = 〈k|U(HS , V )|0〉 (2)
is completely positive and trace preserving (CPT) and
Kk are the Kraus operators acting on S. In particu-
lar, trace preservation (equivalent to probability conser-
vation) holds due to E∗[1] = ∑k=0,1K†kKk = 1, with E∗
the dual map acting on operators defined in the S Hilbert
space. We take the system-probe coupling in the linear
form
V = 1√
∆t
(J ⊗ σ+ + J† ⊗ σ−) , (3)
where J is an operator on S having dimensions of the
square root of a frequency, and σ− = σ
†
+ = |0〉〈1|. Also,
note that (2) is independent of the probe label since so
are U and ηn.
Being a sequence of identical CPT maps, the overall
discrete dynamics of S is Markovian. For vanishing col-
lision time, it reduces to the continuous-time Markovian
open quantum dynamics described by the Lindblad mas-
ter equation ρ˙ = L[ρ] with [27, 28]
L[ρ] = −i [HS , ρ] + JρJ† − 12
{
J†J, ρ
}
(4)
3with { , } the anti-commutator.
Thermodynamics of collisional trajectories.—In con-
trast to the average (deterministic) dynamics generated
by (2), each specific quantum trajectory is conditioned
to the measurement outcomes on the probes and is thus
stochastic. At each step, the state of S evolves as [10]
|ψn+1〉 = Kk |ψn〉 /‖Kk |ψn〉 ‖ (5)
with pk = ‖Kk |ψn〉 ‖2 the probability to measure the nth
probe in state |k〉 (we have assumed an initial pure state
for the system, ρ0 = |ψ0〉〈ψ0|, for the sake of argument).
To study the fluctuations of the probe measurements
we need to derive the full counting statistics of the action
of the Kraus operators Kk in a single trajectory (the Kk’s
are in one-to-one correspondence with the measurement
outcomes). Let then PN (M) be the probability of ob-
serving M times the action of the Kraus operator K1 in
a realization of the collision dynamics up to the discrete
time N . For large N , this is expected to have the form
PN (M)  e−Nϕ(m) , (6)
withm = M/N being the frequency with which the probe
has been measured in state |k = 1〉. The (positive, semi-
definite) function ϕ is the so-called large deviation func-
tion [11, 29]. It only vanishes when m is equal to its
typical value 〈m〉, i.e., the most likely to observe. This
function fully characterizes the statistics of the random
variable M . To find this, it is convenient to define the
moment generating function (MGF) of the observable
ZN (s) := 〈e−sM 〉 =
∞∑
M=0
PN (M)e
−sM  ΛNs , (7)
where the real variable s is the “counting field”. The last
asymptotic behaviour holds for large discrete times N ,
with Λs being the rescaled single-time-step MGF valid
at stationarity. The scaled cumulant generating function
(SCGF) is instead defined by
θ(s) := lim
N→∞
1
N
ZN (s) = log Λs , (8)
which is linked to the MGF through the Legendre-
Fenchel transform [11]
ϕ(m) = max
∀s
[−ms− θ(s)] . (9)
In line with the arguments of [11, 17], the scaled MGF
can be worked out as the largest real eigenvalue of the
tilted Kraus map [cf. Eq. (2)]
Es[ρ] = K0ρK0 + e−sK1ρK1 . (10)
The probability distribution PN (M) is determined by
the behavior of the MGF Λs around s = 0 (through all
its derivatives at this point). Yet, through the counting
field s and ZN (s), one can define biased probabilities
P sN (M) =
e−sMPN (M)
ZN (s)
. (11)
For s > 0, these probabilities enhance occurrence of
trajectories featuring smaller-than-typical values of M ,
while for s < 0, instead, larger values of M are favored
[30]. Remarkably, these apparently fictitious probabili-
ties in fact describe rare events of the discrete dynamics
[14]. Indeed, the derivatives of θ(s), at s 6= 0, determine
the scaled time-integrated cumulants of the observable
m in rare fluctuations of the dynamics identified by the
relation m = −θ′(s) (number of mearurement outcomes
k = 1 per unit time).
Turning rare events into typical.— We show next how
to change the system-probe collision in a way that the
new (unbiased) probability distribution PN (M) coincides
with the old biased probability distribution (11) for any
fixed value of s. This means that the rare behavior of
the original dynamics has turned into the typical one in
the new dynamics.
We first note that P sN (M) is generated by the tilted
map Es [cf. Eq. (10)]. This map is not CPT (i.e., it
does not represent a legitimate physical process) since
probability is not preserved. The task is thus to turn
Es into a well-defined CPT map. This is achieved by
introducing a Doob dynamics [13, 17, 18] for discrete-time
quantum processes, embodied by the auxiliary CPT map
(see Supplemental Material)
E˜ [X] = K˜0XK˜†0 + K˜1XK˜†1 , (12)
where K˜0 = Λ
−1/2
s `1/2K0`
−1/2, K˜1 =
e−s/2Λ−1/2s `1/2K1`−1/2. Here, ` is the left eigen-
operator of the tilted map Es associated with the
eigenvalue Λs. The statistics of measurement outcomes
corresponding to map E˜ is exactly the desired one P sN .
Notably, for short collision times ∆t, the replacement
E → E˜ [cf. Eq. (2)] is equivalent to changing the system-
probe collision as
U(HS , V )→ U(H˜S , V˜ ) . (13)
where the new Hamiltonian H˜S and jump operator
J˜ match those obtained via the Doob transform for
continuous-time Lindblad processes [17–19]. As a con-
sequence,
K˜k = 〈k|U(H˜S , V˜ )|0〉 . (14)
Remarkably, the new system-probe collision unitary
(13) can be expressed as (see Supplemental Material)
U(H˜S , V˜ ) = U(H
′
S , V
′)U(HS , V )U(H ′S , V
′) , (15)
where H ′S =
1
2 (H˜S−HS) and V ′ = 12 (V˜−V ). The as-
sociated quantum circuit is shown in Fig. 2(b). This
4FIG. 3. Discrete-time quantum trajectories of a three-level system. (a) Level configuration: each transition |g〉 ↔ |ek〉
is driven with Rabi frequency Ωk with k = 1, 2. During each unitary collision, a coherent exchange of excitations occurs between
the probe and the system S. In particular, only transition |g〉 ↔ |e1〉 couples to the probe. Thus, measuring the probe in state
|1n〉 signals that the environment gained an excitation at the expense of the energy of the system S which decays to the ground
state |g〉 (emulating photon emission). (b) Normalized activity (average emission rate divided by ∆t) as a function of s and ∆t.
The domain close to the boundary line separating active and inactive phases is a coexistence region. The variation of contrast
for growing ∆t witnesses changes in sharpness of the active-inactive region crossover. (c) Sampled representative trajectories
for a collision time γ∆t ' 2, with each tick recording a probe measurement in |1〉. Trajectories in the active phase (see A) show
a dense emission of excitations from S into the environment. In the inactive regime (C), instead, probes are rarely detected in
|1〉. Close to the boundary line between these two phases (see B), time intervals in which S emits frequently are intermittent
with intervals during which probes are almost never measured in |1〉.
decomposition makes apparent the mechanism by which
rare events can be sustained so as to make them typi-
cal: extra unitary collisions, added to the original one
U(HS , V ), drive the system away from typicality, pinning
its dynamical behavior to the fluctuations of interest.
Note that, instead of two extra collisions, the same
task can be accomplished by a single one according to
U(H˜S , V˜ ) = U(H
′′
S , V
′′)U(HS , V ) (16)
with
H ′′S = 2H
′
S , V
′′ = 2V ′ + i∆t2 [V˜ , V ] . (17)
This is obtained from (15) by swapping the last two uni-
taries and applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula [31] to leading order. Note that V ′′ features a term,
the second one in (17), which is of order O(1) in ∆t; as
such, upon trace over the probe, this yields an additional
contribution to the free Hamiltonian of S. Yet, as far as
the joint unitary dynamics is concerned, this term repre-
sents an extra system-probe coupling term.
Driven three-level system.—As an example, let S be a
coherently driven three-level system [see Fig. 3 (a)]. Each
transition |g〉 ↔ |ek〉, with k = 1, 2, is driven with a Rabi
frequency Ωk according to the Hamiltonian
HS =
∑
k
Ωk(σ
(k)
+ + σ
(k)
− ) , (18)
where σ
(k)
− = |g〉S〈ek| = σ(k)
†
+ . Additionally, we set
J =
√
γ σ
(1)
− [cf. Eq. (3)], meaning that only state |e1〉
can decay with rate γ by emitting an excitation into the
environment (corresponding to outcome |1n〉). For short
collision times, intermittent emission is known to occur
[32, 33], which can been explained as the coexistence
of two deeply different phases of emission much like a
first-order phase transition [15]. Notably, the developed
framework allows to investigate such transition-like be-
haviour away from the Lindblad dynamical regime, i.e.,
for finite collision times ∆t.
To this end, we plot in Fig. 3(b) the time-averaged
rate of probe measurements in state |1〉, 〈m〉/∆t =
−∂s(θ(s,∆t))/∆t, as a function of s and ∆t for Ω1/γ = 1
and Ω1/Ω2 = 1/10. This dynamical order parameter al-
lows us to distinguish active (bright) and inactive (dark)
trajectory regimes [some representative samples of quan-
tum trajectories are shown in Fig. 3(c)]. The bound-
ary line clearly visible in Fig. 3(b) represents a sharp
crossover between the two dynamical regimes. Along
this boundary, trajectories feature intermittent emission
of excitations from the system. As ∆t grows up, the
crossover occurs at a different value of s and its sharp-
ness changes. Thus, away from the short-∆t (Lindblad)
regime, both typical and atypical emission rates are mod-
ified.
Conclusions.— We presented a microscopic framework
for the statistical characterization of quantum trajecto-
ries in discrete-time processes. This provides a quanti-
tative tool for studying dynamical fluctuations beyond
the standard continuous-time regime corresponding to
the Lindblad master equation. A recipe was given allow-
ing to turn a preselected set of rare quantum trajectories
into typical upon addition of extra collisions between the
system and each probe. It is worth noting that this is
reminiscent of a giant-atom dynamics (a giant atom cou-
ples to the field at two or more points [34]), which can
5indeed be described as cascaded collisions [35–37] yet in-
volving the same system S [38].
The method introduced here shows how to engineer open
quantum dynamics in order to produce desired emis-
sion patterns, without the need for changing the detec-
tion/ post-selection scheme [39]. Moreover, the presented
qubit-based protocol can be implemented with experi-
mental quantum simulator platforms based on trapped
ions [40] or Rydberg atoms [41, 42].
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6SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Doob transform of the discrete process.
The tilted operator Es biases the original probabilities PN (M) through an exponential factor. By exploiting the
partition function ZN (s) we can thus define the tilted probability
P sN (M) =
e−sMPN (M)
ZN (s)
. (S1)
This ensemble –so-called s-ensemble– contains information about the properties and the dynamical features associated
with a rare event of the originial process. However, Es is not a well-defined quantum discrete dynamics since the dual
map does not preserve the identity, E∗s [1] 6= 1.
Nonetheless, as we now demonstrate, it is possible to transform this tilted into a proper dynamics, which reproduces
as typical the rare outcomes of the original collision model E . We can obtain this dynamics as follows. Suppose we
are interested in the behaviour of the system associated with probabilities P sN (M). Then, we can define the (Doob)
quantum discrete quantum
E˜ [ρ] =
∑
k=0,1
K˜kρK˜
†
k , where K˜0 =
1
Λ
1/2
s
`1/2K0`
−1/2 and K˜1 =
e−s/2
Λ
1/2
s
`1/2K1`
−1/2 . (S2)
Here we have that ` is the left eigen-operator of the tilted map Es associated with its eigenvalue with largest real part
Λs. Namely, ` is the operator such that
E∗s [`] = Λs ` . (S3)
The map E˜ is completely positive and we also have that E˜∗[1] = 1. The latter equality follows from
E˜∗[1] = 1
Λs
`−1/2 E∗s [`]`−1/2 =
1
Λs
`−1/2 (Λs`) `−1/2 = 1 . (S4)
Because of these properties, the map in Eq. (S2) is a proper discrete quantum dynamics and, as we have discussed,
reproduces as typical the rare event of the original processes P sN (M).
Doob transform in the collision model.
In the above section, we have demonstrate how to obtain the Doob dynamics of a discrete-time quantum process.
Here, instead, we want to consider that our initial dynamics describes a collision model, meaning that ∆t→ 0. Using
this fact, we show how the Doob dynamics is in fact a new collision model with effective Hamiltonian and jump
operator which coincides with those of the Doob transform for the continuous-time Lindblad case [18]. First of all,
we notice that in the collision model limit, ∆t 1, the tilted Kraus map is approximately given by
Es[ρ] ≈ e∆tLs [ρ] , (S5)
where Ls is the tilted Lindblad operator [17, 18]
Ls[ρ] = −i[HS , ρ] + e−sJρJ† − 1
2
{
ρ, J†J
}
. (S6)
As such, the left eigen-operator of Ls is approximately also the eigen-operator of Es, `, at first-order in ∆t. This
also implies that the largest real eigenvalue of the tilted map can be written as
Λs ≈ e∆t χ(s) , (S7)
where χ(s) is given by the largest real eigenvalue of the tilted Lindbladian map Ls.
7We can now focus on the Doob transform in Eq. (S2) and consider the small collision-time limit. The second term
on the right hand side is thus equivalent to
K˜1ρK˜
†
1 ≈
e−s
e∆t χ(s)
∆t `1/2J`−1/2 ρ `−1/2J˜†`1/2 ≈ ∆t J˜ρJ˜† ; (S8)
here J˜ = e−s/2`1/2s J`−1/2 and the last term e∆t χ(s) only contributes at the zero-th order in ∆t.
Considering the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (S2), up to first order in ∆t, we obtain
K˜0ρK˜
†
0 ≈ 1 +
[
−i`1/2Heff`−1/2ρ+ iρ`−1/2H†eff`1/2 − χ(s)ρ
]
∆t , (S9)
and this, with similar computation as those done in Ref. [18] gives
K˜0ρK˜
†
0 ≈ 1− i
(
H˜S − i
2
J˜†J˜
)
ρ∆t+ iρ
(
H˜S +
i
2
J˜†J˜
)
∆t , (S10)
where H˜S , J˜ coincide with the Hamiltonian and the jump operator of the continuous time Doob dynamics. In light
of this result, we can write the unitary interaction between system and probe as a new collision model with
U(H˜S , V˜ ) = exp
[
−i(H˜S ⊗ 1+V˜ )∆t)
]
, (S11)
and
V˜ =
1√
∆t
(J˜ ⊗ σ+ + J˜† ⊗ σ−) . (S12)
The Doob collision dynamics as a three-collision model.
In this section we show how it is possible to write the Doob dynamics as a collision model where system and probe
collide three times with one collision being exactly the original one.
To show this we start by writing the Doob unitary collision with the n-th ancilla as
U(H˜S , V˜ ) = exp [−i(A+B)] , (S13)
where we have
A = ∆t (HS ⊗ 1 + V ) , and B = ∆t
(
H˜S ⊗ 1−HS ⊗ 1 + V˜ − V
)
. (S14)
Due to the fact that we are interested in the regime ∆t  1, we just need to preserve the terms of the unitary
operator U(H˜S , V˜ ) only up to first order in ∆t. Recalling that terms V∆t are actually of order
√
∆t this means it is
sufficient to guarantee that the unitary U(H˜S , V˜ ) is preserved up to the second order products of A,B. A possible
decomposition is thus given by the second-order Trotter decomposition
U(H˜S , V˜ ) = exp(−iB/2) exp(−iA) exp(−iB/2) + o(∆t) . (S15)
Noticing that exp(−iA) = U(HS , V ), and since we can define
exp(−iB/2) = U(H ′S , V ′) , with H ′S = (H˜S −HS)/2 and V ′ = (V˜ − V )/2 , (S16)
we are allowed to write the Doob collision as
U(H˜S , V˜ ) ≈ U(H ′S , V ′)U(HS , V )U(H ′S , V ′) . (S17)
